Two-dimensional confined electron donor–acceptor co-intercalated inorganic/organic nanocomposites: an effective photocatalyst for dye degradation†
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Photocatalysis is a green catalytic process by utilizing inexhaustible solar light to realize the chemical reaction. Traditionally, most photocatalysts are inorganic semiconductor oxides. Herein, the organic anions, copper phthalocyanine-3,4',4'',4''''-tetrasulfonate (CuPcTS) and 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylate (PTCB) were selected as guests and co-intercalated into the layered double hydroxides (LDHs) (CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs, x was the percentage ratio of PTCB), to obtain the two-dimensional (2D) confined co-intercalated inorganic/organic nanocomposites. The HOMO/LUMO energy levels of the co-intercalated CuPcTS/PTCB anions were matched and coupled as the electron donor and acceptor for the photo-induced electron transfer (PET) process under solar irradiation. The co-intercalated CuPcTS/PTCB anions with similar shape and size were confined and distributed homogeneously into the 2D interlayers, which was beneficial for the 2D PET process. The co-intercalated nanocomposites exhibited broad optical absorption in the visible light region, which was in favor of the effective utilization of solar energy for photocatalysis. The equal proportion co-intercalated composite (x = 49.5) with excellent crystallinity and photostability exhibited the best photocatalytic efficiency for oxidation degradation of organic dyes, compared with other proportions and the commercial P25 photocatalyst. Furthermore, the CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs exhibited a preferentially faster photodegradation rate for anionic dyes than cationic ones due to the hydrophilic positively-charged LDHs surfaces. In short, this novel 2D confined electron donor/acceptor co-intercalated nanocomposite was a kind of competitive photocatalyst for the degradation of organic contaminants and aromatic toxicants, showing potential applications in environmental protection and pollutant treatment.

1. Introduction

Since the discovery of photocatalytic splitting of water on a TiO2 electrode in 1972,1 the efficient utilization of solar energy for photocatalytic processes has attracted massive interest due to the increasing impacts of industrialization on the environment.2 Traditionally, the photocatalysts for dye degradation are almost all inorganic semiconductor oxides, with excellent photo-thermal stability and high carrier mobility.3 However, most inorganic photocatalysts such as TiO2 (ref. 4) and ZnO3 are only sensitive to ultraviolet light due to their fixed band gap and the limited adsorption ability. During the past few decades, various strategies, such as doping,4 semiconductor heterogeneous structures,5 photosensitization,6 deposition of noble metals,6 and so on, have been developed for the improvement of degradation efficiency under solar irradiation.

Meanwhile, organic semiconductors have been developed into one type of new optoelectronic materials with distinctive properties in the past three decades. Among them the organic electron donor and acceptor heterojunctions have attracted much attention due to their strong optical absorption and excellent charge separation and transfer properties,7 which have been widely used in organic field-effect transistors,8 organic solar cells,9 and organic photoconductors.10 The first two-layered organic photovoltaic cell with copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) and perylene tetracarboxylic derivative was designed.11 However, the organic semiconductors with electron donor and acceptor components were rarely applied into the photodegradation of organic dyes due to their photo-instability,
incompatibility with hydrophilic environments, and difficulty to be heterogeneously immobilized. Generally speaking, the copper phthalocyanine-3,4′,4″,4‴-tetrasulfonate (CuPcTS) is an organic electron donor due to its conjugated π-electron system, large absorption cross sections in the visible light region, suitable for efficient electron-transfer process, and strong oxidizing/reducing characteristics determined by the nature of the peripheral functions. The 3,4,9,10-pyrenetetracarboxylic acid (PTCB) is an excellent organic electron acceptor, which has been employed in various applications in optoelectronics devices, such as organic light emitting diodes, photovoltaic devices, and dye lasers devices. On the other hand, as an important kind of two-dimensional (2D) inorganic layered structure matrix, layered double hydroxides (LDHs) can immobilize the intercalated guests in the restrained interlayers with a particular versatility by virtue of their tunable chemical compositions and gallery spaces, which provides a feasible way to immobilize organic semiconductors. Recently, the single-intercalation of phthalocyanine (PC) or perylene derivatives into LDHs has been reported. However, nowadays, their co-intercalation into LDHs interlayers has never been reported.

In this work, the novel 2D confined electron donor–acceptor co-intercalated inorganic/organic hybrid nanocomposites CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs were designed and synthesized to realize the 2D photo-induced electron transfer (PET) between the co-intercalated CuPcTS and PTCB. These CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs nanocomposites exhibited the high efficiency and stability for the photocatalytic oxidation degradation of organic dyes. In view of the unique co-intercalation structure of the inorganic/organic nanocomposites, the excellent photocatalytic performance can be mainly attributed to the following four points. (i) The co-intercalated nanocomposites have broad visible light absorption for the efficient utilization of solar light. (ii) The HOMO/LUMO energy levels of the co-intercalated anions are matched and coupled as the electron donor and acceptor, respectively; that is the premise for the PET process under the solar irradiation. (iii) The conjugated π-systems of CuPcTS and PTCB with similar shape and size are orderly aligned within the LDHs interlayers, which is suitable for efficient electron-transfer processes. (iv) The novel inorganic/organic nanocomposite photocatalysts exhibit preferential degradation of anionic dyes due to the adsorption of positively charged LDHs hydroxide surface. Therefore, these novel 2D confined electron donor–acceptor co-intercalated photocatalysts can exhibit prospective applications in environmental pollutant treatment.

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

Copper phthalocyanine-3,4′,4″,4‴-tetrasulfonate tetrasodium salt (CuPcTs, 85%) and 3,4,9,10-pyrenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCD, 99%) were both supplied by Sigma Chemical Co., Ltd. Methyl Orange (MO), Acid Orange (AO), Acid Yellow (AY), Methylene Blue (MB), Rhodamine B (Rhb), Methyl Violet (MV), nanometer titanium dioxide (P25), benzoquinone, and tert-butylalcohol (t-BuOH) were purchased from J&K Co., Ltd.

Analytical reagents NaOH, Zn(NO₃)₂·6H₂O and Al(NO₃)₃·9H₂O were all provided by Beijing Chemical Factory and used without further purification. Deionized and CO₂-free water was used to prepare all the aqueous solutions.

2.2 Preparation of PTCB and synthesis of CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs composites

3,4,9,10-Pyrenetetracarboxylic acid (PTCB) was obtained by the hydrolysis of PTCD according to the previously reported work. The CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs powders were prepared by the hydrothermal co-precipitation method. Zn(NO₃)₂·6H₂O (0.01 mol) and Al(NO₃)₃·9H₂O (0.005 mol) were dissolved in 70 mL water as solution A, CuPcTS (a mol, in which a + b = 1.25 mmol, x% = a/(a + b), x% = 0, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and 100%, respectively) and NaOH (0.03 mol) were dissolved in 70 mL water as solution B. After that, the solution B was gradually dropped added into solution A with a rate of 10 d min⁻¹ in N₂ atmosphere. The pH of the blended solution was adjusted to 7–8 with NaOH solution. The precipitates were immediately obtained and then were aged in 100 mL PTFE-lined autoclave at 120 °C for 20 h. The final powder products were acquired by centrifugation, washing, and drying.

2.3 Characterization

The samples of CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs were characterized on Shimadzu XRD-6000 diffractometer under such conditions: 40 kV, 50 mA, Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.154056 nm) with step-scanned mode in step of 0.04°/2θ from 3 to 70°. The Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were obtained by a Nicolet 670 XB FT-IR spectrometer in the range 4000–400 cm⁻¹ with 4 cm⁻¹ resolution in air, and the standard KBr disk method was employed. The solid-state UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra were obtained on a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer in the range from 200 to 800 nm equipped with an integrating sphere attachment using BaSO₄ as reference. The metal contents of the samples were measured by inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) on a Shimadzu ICP-7500 instrument using solutions made by dissolving 3,4,9,10-Perylenetetracarboxylic acid (PTCB) in a home-made three-electrode optical cell using Ag/Ag⁺ (0.01 M of AgNO₃ in acetonitrile) as the reference electrode and 0.1 M of AgNO₃ in acetonitrile as the reference electrode and a platinum electrodes at a scan rate of 50 mV s⁻¹ as the counter electrode in an anhydrous and argon-saturated solution of 1 M of tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (Bu₄NBF₄) in acetonitrile. The reference electrode Ag/Ag⁺ was calibrated by a ferrocene/ferrocnium redox couple as an internal standard, whose oxidation potential was set at −4.8 eV with respect to vacuum level. The HOMO energy levels were evaluated by the
equation $HOMO = -(E_{onset} - E_{ferrocene}) + 4.8$ eV. The LUMO levels of the polymers were evaluated by the equation $LUMO = -(E_{red} - E_{ferrocene}) + 4.8$ eV. Measurements of photocurrent and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were recorded on an electrochemical workstation. The CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs suspension in ethanol (1 mg mL$^{-1}$) was prepared by an ultra-sonicator in the N$_2$ atmosphere for 15 min. After that, the CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs ethanol suspension was fabricated as photoanode by drop coating onto the glassy carbon electrode. Measurements were performed on an electrochemical station in a 10$^{-5}$ M MO aqueous solution (0.5 M Na$_2$SO$_4$ solution as the supporting electrolyte medium, pH = 6.8, purged with N$_2$ for 30 min) with a home-made three-electrode optical cell using Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode and a Pt wire as the counter electrode. The samples were illuminated from the back of the photoanode under room temperature.

2.4 Photocatalysis measurements

Photocatalytic properties for dye degradation of the prepared photocatalysts were measured by examining the photo-degradation of negatively charged MO, AO, and AY under simulated solar irradiation of a 150 W Xe lamp (CEL-HXF300, Ceauliht Co., Ltd. Beijing) with 400–780 nm light filter at 100 mW cm$^{-2}$. For comparison, the positively charged MB, RhB, and MV were also evaluated by examining the photodegradation process. Typically, 20 mg of photocatalyst was placed into 100 mL MO water solution (10$^{-5}$ M). Before the solar illumination, the blended solution was put in the dark condition and continuously stirred for 2 h to obtain the adsorption/desorption balance. After every 5 min irradiation, 5 mL of the solution was extracted and then centrifuged to get rid of the catalyst. The concentration of MO was evaluated by measuring its UV-vis characteristic absorption at 463 nm, and the concentrations of AO, AY, MB, MV, and RhB were evaluated by measuring the characteristic absorption at 485 nm, 403 nm, 665 nm, 584 nm, and 554 nm, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Structure and morphology of CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs

The co-intercalated CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs were prepared by hydrothermal co-precipitation method. The elemental analysis (Table S1 in ESI†) indicated that the molar ratios of Zn to Al deviated from initial 2.0 to about 1.5, in contrast to the typical Mg$_2$Al-LDHs. It was noted that the final experimental ratios of PTCB in LDHs interlayers were systematically higher than the initial nominal ratios, implying that the PTCB was easier to be intercalated into Zn$_{1.5}$Al-LDHs than CuPcTS. Thus, the excess amount trends in final x throughout the whole concentration range may be ascribed to the strong π–π aggregation effect of PTCB in higher concentration. As shown in Fig. S1 (in ESI†), the co-intercalated CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs samples both appeared the characteristic absorption peak of –SO$_3$– (1193 cm$^{-1}$) in CuPcTS and the antisymmetric and symmetric stretching vibration of –COO– (1550 cm$^{-1}$ and 1424 cm$^{-1}$) in PTCB, suggesting that the tetravalent anions of PTCB and CuPcTS were successfully co-intercalated into the interlayers of Zn$_{1.5}$Al-LDHs under the alkaline hydrothermal conditions.

The XRD patterns of co-intercalated CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs samples were shown in Fig. 1a. In each product, the XRD pattern exhibited the characteristic reflections of the lamellar structure with a series of 00l (003, 006, 009, 0012, and 0015) peaks appearing as narrow, symmetric, strong peaks at lower angles, presenting a well-defined multiple relationships for the d values. Therefore, the crystallinity was obviously improved with the increase in initial PTCB molar percentage (%). For the extreme component, the XRD pattern of PTCB/LDHs sample also showed multiple relationships for 00l diffractions with decreasing intensity, implying the well-ordered crystallinity in the stacking c direction (Fig. 1a). While for the CuPcTS/LDHs sample, the XRD intensity of 006 diffraction was close to that of 003, which can be explained by the CuPcTS intercalation configuration with the heavy Cu ions standing midway within the interlayers. The layer spacing of CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs was varied from 2.29 nm to 1.84 nm (Fig. S2†). The slight change in layer spacing was ascribed to the different arrangements of interlayered anions with various proportions. According to the comparison between the interlayer spacing, and the sum of one LDHs layer (0.48 nm) and the lateral dimension of CuPcTS (1.74 nm)/PTCB (1.307 nm) (Fig. S3†), it could be reasonably speculated that the co-intercalated CuPcTS/PTCB anions were monolayered and orderly aligned within LDHs interlayers by the π–π stacking interaction (Fig. 1b), confirming the 2D monolayer-type aggregation due to the shape/size similarity between PTCB and CuPcTS. It was concluded that the CuPcTS–PTCB (%)/LDHs composites were successfully synthesized with the crystalline layered structure being held, and they could be regarded as interlayer anionic complete solid solutions.

The SEM image (Fig. 1c) showed that the CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs nanoplates were in a lateral size of 200–
matched well with that of CO$_3$ (49.75%)/LDHs exhibited continuous (110) lattice fringes with nanosheets measured by AFM was consistent with that from the SEM image. The HRTEM image (Fig. 1d) of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs exhibited continuous (110) lattice fringes with that of CO$_3$ (49.75%)/NO$_3$–LDHs. The hexagonally arranged diffraction spots in Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) pattern (Fig. 1d inset) implied excellent intralayer crystallinity of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs.

3.2 Photocatalytic properties of CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs

The CuPcTS/PTCB aqueous solution (15 μmol L$^{-1}$) exhibited narrow absorption bands at 630 nm and 465 nm (Fig. S4†), respectively, which was also the case for their mixed solution with equal concentration, implying the absence of interaction between CuPcTS and PTCB anions due to their electrostatic repulsion in aqueous solution. However, it was not the case in the 2D confined interlayer environment between the LDHs nanosheets. As shown in Fig. 2a, the single intercalated CuPcTS/ LDHs and PTCB/LDHs samples showed wide absorption bands at 565 nm and 430 nm, respectively, with a progressive blue shift compared with the CuPcTS/PTCB anions in solution, implying the formation of H-type interlayer aggregates.$^{24}$ Notably, the CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs showed the broadest and strongest absorption from 800 nm to 400 nm, compared with other proportions (Fig. 2a and S5†), which was the evidence of interaction between CuPcTS and PTCB within the LDHs interlayers. It was worth noticing that the absorption of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs was well-matched for the AM1.5 solar radiation spectrum in visible light region, which was beneficial to the absorption of solar radiation. Due to the 2D confined effect of LDHs monolayer, the UV-vis absorption spectra bands were strongly broadened when going from the diluted solution to the intercalation solid state. Meanwhile, the broadened absorption spectra were in favor of the subsequent photodegradation process exerted by the co-intercalated CuPcTS and PTCB anions.

UV-vis absorption spectroscopy was a common approach to characterize the activity of photocatalysts.$^{25}$ The photocatalytic activities of CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs were evaluated by using the methyl orange (MO) aqueous solution (10$^{-3}$ mol L$^{-1}$) as the probe under simulated solar irradiation. We explored the photodegradation photocatalytic activity of bare Zn$_{1.5}$Al-LDHs for MO under the simulated solar irradiation. As shown in Fig. S8† the MO was not photodegraded by the bare Zn$_{1.5}$Al-LDHs under the simulated solar irradiation after 30 min. The commercial P25 reference photocatalyst was also investigated for comparison (Experimental details were shown in ESI†). It was noted that the equal proportional co-intercalated composite (x = 49.75) performed the highest photocatalytic efficiency, compared with other proportions (Fig. S9a†). Obviously, under the solar irradiation, the characteristic absorbance at 463 nm of MO in aqueous solution decreased more quickly in the presence of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs (Fig. 2b) than those of single-intercalated samples and P25 (Fig. S10†).

The comparison of photodegradation was further shown in Fig. 2c. The CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs showed the highest photocatalytic activity: the decoloration rate of MO reached 99% after 30 min. However, only less than 29% of MO molecules were decomposed by CuPcTS/LDHs or PTCB/LDHs sample, and only about 23% of MO molecules were decomposed by P25 at 30 min. Meanwhile, the photocatalytic degradation rate of our photocatalyst was comparable to those of inorganic semiconductors.$^{26}$ Although there are reports on the enhancement of optoelectronic properties of the nanocomposite materials after the loading of organic sensitizers on inorganic hosts,$^{27,28}$ the photocatalysis degradation mechanism was different from our 2D confined co-intercalated electron donor–acceptor systems, and the photodegradation efficiency of our co-intercalated LDHs photocatalyst was much superior to that of the single-intercalated LDHs. To confirm the photocatalytic efficiency contributed by the broad optical absorption of the composites, a parallel experiment of photodegradation of colorless organics (e.g. phenol) was performed. The results are shown in Fig. S11 in ESI† In the presence of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs nanocomposites, the degradation of phenol under visible light irradiation became distinct. Because the phenol could not absorb visible light, the self-degradation process of the colorful dyes could not take place. Hence, the promoted photocatalytic performance in visible light region should be derived from the enhanced absorption of visible light by the CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs composites, which was, in fact, induced by the photo induced charge transfer.

The stability or repeatability of photocatalyst was especially essential for its practical application. Recycling experiments for
the MO photodegradation were conducted to confirm the stability performance of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs. As shown in Fig. 2d, the photodegradation rate remained almost constant over 10 consecutive cycles, indicating that the co-intercalated photocatalyst was stable under simulated solar irradiation. It was found that the excellent photocatalytic activity was obtained in the presence of very small amount of photocatalysts (as low as 0.2 g L\(^{-1}\)), suggesting the striking potential of these co-intercalated nanocomposites for practical photocatalytic application. Their structural stability was first confirmed by the HRTEM images, as shown in Fig. 1d and S6.† There were no distinct differences in morphology before and after dye photodegradation. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. S7,† the XRD diffractions of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs composites had no distinct differences after 10 cycles photodegradation compared with the initial CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs composites. Those results proved that the CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs possessed superior structure stability. Obviously, this stability of photocatalytic activity can be attributed to the immobilization of CuPcTS and PTCB anions within the interlayers of LDHs.†

3.3 Charge dependence of CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs photocatalysts

The photodegradation effect for different dyes of CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs with different proportions was presented in Fig. 3a. Results showed that the best photocatalytic performance was obtained at equal proportion (x = 49.75) co-intercalated nanocomposites, instead of other proportions. This indicated that the interlayered 2D PET process for photocatalytic degradation was most effective for electron donor and acceptors with identical amounts and the 2D PET should be one electron process between one donor/accepter pair, the detailed mechanism was discussed in the following part. On the other hand, CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs exhibited well-defined photodegradation effect for all the selected dyes (anionic: MO, AO, AY; cationic: MB, MV, RhB). Furthermore, the photodegradation rate was charge-dependent. The degradation rates of anionic dyes for all CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs samples were systematically higher than those of cationic dyes (Fig. 3a and S10†). It could be understood that positively charged LDHs nanoplates could adsorb the anionic dyes more quickly on the surface, leading to the subsequent photodegradation reaction based on the 2D PET process in the interlayers. However, for the cationic dyes, the adsorption rate was slower due to the electrostatic repulsion and the adsorption amount was much less, leading to the delayed photodegradation. Fig. 3b clearly showed the higher adsorption capability of anionic dyes than cationic dyes for CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs. According to the BET analysis (Table S2†), the specific surface areas of all CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs photocatalysts were almost identical. In addition, the adsorption amounts of dye MO were almost at the same level (Fig. S12†), which was consistent with the almost identical BET specific surface areas of CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs photocatalysts. It was also confirmed that the improved photocatalytic activity for anionic dyes was originated from the positive-charged LDHs layers, rather than the adsorption effect of specific surface area in CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs photocatalysts.
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**Fig. 3** (a) Photodegradation of MO/AO/AY and MB/MV/RhB by CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs (x = 0, 36.63, 49.75, 63.64, 77.32, 90.91, 100) after reacted for 30 min; (b) adsorption amounts of MO, AO, AY and MB, MV, RhB on CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs.

3.4 Photocatalytic mechanism of CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) could evaluate the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels of molecules. The energy levels of CuPcTS and PTCB within LDHs interlayers were estimated by CV measurements of CuPcTS/LDHs and PTCB/LDHs, respectively, provided that no remarkable difference in energy levels between the co-intercalated and single-intercalated process (Fig. S13–S15†). It was noted that the energy levels of CuPcTS and PTCB in the co-intercalated LDHs were slightly increased compared with those of pristine CuPcTS and PTCB, which was related to the 2D confined effect of LDHs. Meanwhile, the energy gap (\(E_{\text{onset}}\), \(E_{\text{onset}} = E_{\text{LUMO}} - E_{\text{HOMO}}\) of intercalated CuPcTS/PTCB had no difference from the pristine CuPcTS/PTCB anions (Table 1), implying that the 2D confined effect of LDHs could keep the electronic properties of electron donor and acceptor. The LUMO/HOMO energy levels for the intercalated CuPcTS and PTCB within LDHs were ca. −3.96/−4.8 eV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dye</th>
<th>HOMO (eV)</th>
<th>LUMO (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CuPcTS/LDHs</td>
<td>−5.18</td>
<td>−3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTCB/LDHs</td>
<td>−6.03</td>
<td>−4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuPcTS</td>
<td>−5.20</td>
<td>−3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTCB</td>
<td>−6.05</td>
<td>−4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>−4.86</td>
<td>−3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>−4.72</td>
<td>−3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AY</td>
<td>−4.83</td>
<td>−3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>−4.85</td>
<td>−3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>−5.00</td>
<td>−3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RhB</td>
<td>−4.75</td>
<td>−3.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\) HOMO (eV) = −(4.8 + 0 + E_{\text{ox}}^{\text{red}}). \(b\) LUMO (eV) = −(4.8 + 0 + E_{\text{ox}}^{\text{red}}). The \(E_{\text{ox}}^{\text{red}}\) and \(E_{\text{red}}^{\text{ox}}\) were vs. Ag/Ag\(^+\) reference electrode. The Ag/Ag\(^+\) reference electrode was calibrated using a ferrocene/ferrocinium redox couple as an internal standard, whose oxidation potential was set at −4.8 eV with respect to vacuum level.
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\(5.18 \text{ eV and ca. } -4.63/-6.03 \text{ eV, respectively, both of which implied that the 2D PET process between co-intercalated CuPcTS/PTCB anions was highly energy reasonable.}

It is well known that the superoxide radical (’\(\text{O}_2^-\)’) and hydroxyl radical (’\(\text{OH}\)’) are the important active species in the photocatalytic process. Benzoquinone and tert-butylalcohol (t-BuOH), the scavengers of \(\text{O}_2^-\) and \(\text{OH}\), respectively, can be added to probe the photocatalytic mechanism. As shown in Fig. 4, the photodegradation of MO and MB had no differences after 30 min irradiation by adding t-BuOH (10 mmol L\(^{-1}\)), while the degradation percentage of them decreased dramatically after adding benzoquinone (1 m mol L\(^{-1}\)). Those results proved that the \(\text{O}_2^-\) radicals were effective active species, the occurrence of which was beneficial for the oxidation photodegradation of anionic and cationic dyes by photogenerated holes. Fig. 5a presents a schematic energy diagram for the co-intercalated CuPcTS (electron donor) and PTCB (electron acceptor) under 2D confined environment of LDHs, and the adsorbed dyes (MO/AO/AY/MB/MV/RhB). The photodegradation of the organic dyes by the co-intercalated photocatalyst could be attributed to the 2D PET process with the matched energy level of CuPcTS and PTCB. The HOMO energy level of the CuPcTS was lower than that of the selected dyes, and the LUMO energy level of the PTCB was higher than that of the \(\text{O}_2^-/\text{O}_2^+\) energy level. Therefore, the photogenerated holes could be caught by the selected dyes and the photogenerated electrons could be accepted by \(\text{O}_2\) molecules. Fig. 5b depicted the dyes photodegradation mechanism, based on the 2D PET process of confined CuPcTS and PTCB. When the CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs powders were exposed to the solar radiation, the photo-generated electrons and holes were generated by the PET process between CuPcTS and PTCB anions. Subsequently, the photogenerated electrons transferred to the LUMO of electron acceptor (PTCB) could be accepted by \(\text{O}_2\) molecules for the reduction, and the photogenerated holes at the HOMO of CuPcTS could be caught by the organic dyes absorbed on LDHs layers, leading to the oxidative degradation of organic dyes. The electrons/holes generated by the 2D PET process and being survived the electron–hole recombination, could access to the \(\text{O}_2\) and dye ions for photoreduction/oxidation. It could be noted that the highest concentration of these electrons and holes was realized in the CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs sample, which was the reason of highest photocatalytic efficiency. However, the CuPcTS/ LDHs and PTCB/LDHs single-intercalated samples exhibited the lowest photocatalytic efficiency due to the absence of matched energy levels suitable for the photogenerated electron/hole transfer.

Direct evidence for the charge transfer such as photocurrent and EIS measurements was evaluated. Results are presented in Fig. S16.† It was noted that the photon-generated current of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs was remarkably enhanced above the onset voltage (0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl) under light illumination compared with its dark current. In the EIS, the diameter of semicircle curves corresponded to the interfacial charge-transfer resistance, which controlled the electron transfer kinetics of the redox species at the electrode interface. The obviously smaller EIS semicircle diameter of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs under visible light indicated the enhancement of electron conductivity. However, the CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs was electric insulative with the large EIS semicircle diameters in dark.
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(a) The energy level alignment of MO, AO, AY, MB, MV, RhB, CuPcTS, and PTCB in the Zn\(_{78}\)Al–LDHs, \(E'(\text{O}_2^-/\text{O}_2^+) = -0.15 \text{ eV, pH = 7, the NHE to the vacuum energy was 4.5 eV; (b) the proposed 2D PET mechanism scheme of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs under solar light irradiation.}

Fig. 5 (a) The energy level alignment of MO, AO, AY, MB, MV, RhB, CuPcTS, and PTCB in the Zn\(_{78}\)Al–LDHs, \(E'(\text{O}_2^-/\text{O}_2^+) = -0.15 \text{ eV, pH = 7, the NHE to the vacuum energy was 4.5 eV; (b) the proposed 2D PET mechanism scheme of CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs under solar light irradiation.
4. Conclusions

In summary, a novel 2D confined electron donor/acceptor co-intercalated photocatalysts CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs with excellent crystallinity and photostability were successfully prepared. The CuPcTS/PTCB anions with similar shape and size were orderly monolayered aligned within the LDHs interlayers. The HOMO/LUMO energy levels of the co-intercalated CuPcTS/PTCB anions were well-matched and coupled as the electron donor and acceptor for 2D PET process, respectively. The photogenerated holes produced by the 2D PET process were active for the oxidation degradation of organic ionic dyes. The equal proportional co-intercalated photocatalyst CuPcTS–PTCB (49.75%)/LDHs with excellent crystallinity and optical stability exhibited broad absorption in visible light region and the highest photocatalytic degradation efficiency. Furthermore, the obtained CuPcTS–PTCB (x%)/LDHs performed faster photodegradation for anionic dyes than cationic ones due to the hydrophilic positive-charged LDHs monolayers. Therefore, the novel co-intercalated inorganic/organic photocatalyst exhibited potential application prospect in environmental protection, paving a broad and promising way to develop a kind of new and simple photocatalyst for solar energy conversion and application. Further study was underway including designing the other suitable 2D confined electron donor/acceptor materials with obvious PET process for practical application.
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